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I. It is the hallmark of a very great matåematician that he creates concepts

which throw new light on old problems and which give direction to later work.
In this talk I want to pay homage to R. Nevanlinna by tracing the role which his

concept of "deficient value" has played in the recent theory of meromorphic function.
The literature on this subject is enormous. Limitations of time, space and

my own competence force me to concentrate strictly on theorems concerned with
the "fine structure" of meromorphic functions which is revealed by the notion of
deficiency. I have to omit many relevant topics such as Valiron deficiencies or
theorems in the theory of differential equations. I shall completely ignore fields

outside classical function theory in whose development the notion of deficiency has

played a crucial part: af Hällström's Nevanlinna theory for multiply connected

regions, mapping of Riemann surfaces (Sario), mapping of complex manifolds into
complex manifolds (Bott, Chern, Griffiths, Stoll). I shall even be silent about the

theory of holomorphic curves created by L. Ahlfors although there are several

recent papers which develop striking analogies of this theory and the classical theory
of deficiencies. The bibliography at least contains some references to this work.
Also, I shall not attempt to trace the historical development.

The books [31], [40], [41] and l29l and the bibliographical analysis [28] eive
good introductions to Nevanlinna theory in general. I shall use the standard nota-
tions as given in l3ll. The deficiency of the meromorphic function f(z) with respect

to *is
ä(_,,f):rr^ffi:r_m#*

as (r**\ For a(C

6(a,f): ä(-, tlU-a)).

A value c€Ö is deficient, if ö(c,f)>O. It follows from the First Main Theo-
rem of Nevanlinna theory that

(1) 0= ö(c,f)= 1 (cei)
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and from the Second Main Theorem that there is at most a denumerable set of c
with ö(c,f)>0 and

(2) ä(c, f) = Z.

(Deficiency Relation or Defect Relation.) For a Picard value a (:value not assumed

by f) N(a,f):O, ö(a,f):l; the defect relation implies Picard's Theorem, but
asserts much more.

2. Closer analysis of the notion of deficiency. From the definition of deficient
value we see that a value, c: @, say, is deflcient, if and only if

z^
c€c

m(r, f) : * i log * l-fUe")l Ag

is of the order of magnitude of T(r,f) on all large circles. This might conceivably
happen, if loglf(retell is xery large compared to T in a very small set on all large
circles lrl:const. Indeed, this can be the case, if f(z) is of infinite order. But for
meromorphic functions of finite order g or even of finite lower order

1(:lim log T(r, f )llog r)
one has

Theorem 1 (V. P. Petrenko 1969 143), 144)).

(3)
=^=+)

This relation was conjectured by Paley in 1932, a proof for entire functions was
given by N. V. Govorov shortly before Petrenko's proof (1969 [30]). Petrenko
has studied the'deuiations'

(4) fr(a,f): P(-,h)
in detail (summarized in [a5]).

Let
(5)

where we think of

and

(6)

0 as a point of the unit circle,

lE(r, f)l - Lebesgue measure of E(r, f),

6(f)- m w?,.fi|
r-> oo

("The spread af oo").
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ö(*, f) :lim m(rlf)lT(r, f) < lim lE(r, f)lM(r, f)lT(r, f)
= o(f)B@,f1

and (3) implies that for a meromorphic function with lower order l,= - and with
ä(-,/)>0, o(f) has a lower bound which depends on I and ä(-,/) only. The
best value of this lower bound is given by

Theorem 2 (4. Baernstein 1973 [6]).

(7) o(f) =-in {2,r, }ur""or(l -a1-,7;;} : ooQ,ä(-).

(This inequality is known as the "spread relation".)

Remark. There is a sequence re tending to - such that for ail ace
o (t 

1 1 7- a1) :limo*- 
ln (ro, t I ff - a))1.

The proof of Theorem 2 uses the properties of the 7* function which was

introduced by Baernstein in this connection. Its definition is as follows. Let

I

m* (reia) :,Åyorr* 
! 

log lf(rero)l d0,

where.E varies over all measurable sets in (0,2n) of Lebesgue measure 2E. Then

T+(reio,.f) : m*(reir)+ t't1r,71.

This function has found many other applications, some in fields far removed from
value distribution theory (see [7]). One of these is

Theorem 3 (Baernstein 1974 l8l). Let f(z) be an entire function and let the

real numbers ). and p satisfy

Q<.)"-.*, 0=§-n, BÄ<n.

Then

Then, either the set

{0: log lf(re")l = cos B)"log M(r, f)}
contains an interual of length >2fr for some qrbitrarily large r or

lim"**r-^ log M (r, f) : 7-

exists and
0=L<*.

Another application of the 7* function is a result of Anderson and Baernstein
(1978 t3l) which gives the exact lower bound of

o(a, f):5t l{r, roglf(rete)l = aT(r, f)}l (a = 0)

as/runs through all meromorphic functions of lower order 1..
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Theorem 3 raises the problem of determining

o*(f): m,*-flength of largest interval c E(r,f)\

(Z(r,f) as in (5),/of lower order,i, ä(-,/)>0).
This problem is open for ä(-,7;=1, A. Weitsman (1977 [53]) has shown

the existence of a positive lower bound for o* depending only on )" and ö(*,f7;
also, if ö(*,f):1, o*(f)>min(2n,nll), and this bound is best possible.

3. Properties of the set {ä (a,/)}

(a) The inverse problem. From the early days of Nevanlinna Theory the problem
of finding functions with assigned deficiencies attracted much attention. Apart
from its intrinsic interest this problem was of great importance, because the attempts
to solve it led to many advances and new questions in the theory of Riemann sur-
faces (see 129) and [41] for accounts of early work). A definitive solution to the
inverse problem is given by the following theorem (we quote only the part referring
to the deficiencies, Drasin also shows that the ramifications can be assigned).

Theorem 4 (Drasin lg77 U2)). Giuen {a;\{ (a1€e, a, distinct) and {6,}{,
0=äi= l, Z{ 6i=2, N=-. Then one can find a meromorphic function f(z) whose

deficient aalues are exactly the at andfor all ai ö(ai,f):6;. Further, if t!(r) is a
function tending to * as r+6 one can choose f (z) so that

logT(r,./)llogr <. rlt(r) (r > ro).

The proof of the theorlm uses the theory of quasi-conformal mappings in a

clever way. Let us call a function w:g(z) "quasi-meromorphic", if it is a quasi-

conformal mapping g: C*Ö, that is to say (i) the distributional partial derivatives
of g or llg are locally integrable and (ii) the "complex dilatation"

ps(z) -
satisfies

lPo?)l=k=t a.e. in C.

For quasi-meromorphic functions the usual definitions of m(r,ll!-a)),
N(r,ll!-a)), T(r,g) and ö(a,g) make sense. To prove his theorem Drasin
first constructs a quasi-meromorphic g with the prescribed deficiencies for which

UnQ) tends to zero as z+@ in a fairly regular fashion. He then uses the theorem
that the equation

AtL 0{,
Az-tcDz

#olffct
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has a solution w:tb) which is a quasi-conformal homeomorphism t!: C-C.
The function .f:got-' is a quasi-conformal map C*e with pr:g a.e., i.e. f
is meromorphic. (See [U for the quasi-conformal background.)

Finally one deduces from the fact that pnQ) is very small for large z that f (z)
has the right deficient values and the right deficiencies.

(b) Restrictions on the deficiencies of meromorphic functions of finite order. The
function f (z) in Drasin's theorem has usually infinite order. If we require that f(z)
is of finite order, it is no longer true that deficiencies can be assigned arbitrarily,
subject only to (1) and (2). A complete set of conditions for the existence of a mero-
morphic function of order q>0 with deficient values ai and assigned deficiencies
ä(a;) is not known.

One condition is given by

Theorem 5 (4. Weitsman L972 t52l). If f(z) is a meromorphic function of
lower order tr1<.*, then

v
Z.r
a

öLts(a, f) < ro

Earlier Hayman [31] had proved

)ö*(a,77=* ("=+).

Recently G. A. Barsegjan [10] announced another proof of Theorem 4 which
seems to follow the line of Hayman's proof. Barsegjan's method also yields

Theorem 6 (G. A. Barsegjan ltO)). tf f(z) is a meromorphic function of finite
lower order, then

) fiitz(a, f) = *,

where fi(a,f) is defined by @) and (3).

The exponent U3 in Theorem 5 is best possible. Hayman [31], refining a

construction of A. A. Gol'dberg, has examples of functions of finite order with

Z6'(o,f):* (r=+)

In particular this construction can be used to show that there are meromorphic
functions of every positive order with infinitely many deficient values.

By using methods of approximation theory Arakeljan could prove

Theorem 7 (N. U. Arakeljan 1966 [5]). There are entire functions of any

finite order q>ll2 with infinitely many deficient ualues.
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The deficiencies in Arakeljan's example are very small. He conjectures that for
entire functions of finite order

ZQoe0lö@,/)))-'= -.
These results make the following theorem especially noteworthy.

Theorem 8 (Weitsman 1972l5ll). If f(r) is a meromorphic function of finite
lower order )" and

s(,f) : ä U(o, .f) :2,

then f(z) has at most 2). deficient aalues.

For other conditions which ensure that the number of deficient values is finite
see § 4.

(c) Functions of lower order less than one. Valiron proved in 1950 [50] that a

function of order zero cannot have more than one deficient value. Edrei and Fuchs
showed that this remains true for functions of lower order zero [7].

Several deficient values can occur as soon as the lower order is positive, but the
values of the deficiencies are subject to restrictions.

Theorem 9 (Edrei 1969 U5l; with q in place of ,1, Edrei and Fuchs 1960 U9l).
Letf(z) be a meromorphicfunction of lower order ). (0<A-.1). Let a,bqe, a+b,

u : l-ö(a,f) u: l-ö(b,f).
Then

(D sinzn). = u2+a2-2ua cosnA.

(ir) a = cosril" implies u: l.
This is an easy consequence of the "spread relation". We may assume c:0,

ä:-. With the notations (5) and (6) and using the remark after Theorem 2 we have

lE (r o, f)l * lE (r o, 1 lf)l = z"
and so, letting /r*-

o(f)+o(tlf) = 2r.

Replacing o by its bound oo from Theorem 2 we obtain Theorem 9.

In 1978 V. P. Petrenko and A. V. Krytov [46] proved

Theorem lO. Letf(z)bemeromorphic,of order Q, O<g<.1. lf

ö(ar,f) = 6(ar,f) = ö(ar, f),
then

.».sinrp12
ö(ar,f) = l-' ;A
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The proof of Theorem l0 uses the theory of holomorphic curves. For small

values of g this bound is better than that obtained by application ofthe spread rela-

tion and the inequality o(cl(f-ar))=Z"ll.

(d) Sum of deficiencies. By a refinement of the idea used in the proof of Theo-
rem 9 it is possible to prove

Theorem 11 (Edrei 1913 U61, see also Fuchs 1969 l22l). If f(z) is a mero-

morphic function of lower order )., then

(t) s("f) : 4 6(o,f) = l-cosn). (0 < ,t = ll2),

unless f(z) has only one deficient aalue, in which case the deficiency can haue any ualue

in l0,ll.
(iD scf) = 2-sinil. (tl2 = ). < r)

and equality can hold if and only if f(z) has exactly two deficient aalues with
deficiencies

ö(ar) : 1, ö(ar) :1-sin 2r,1.

A precise upper bound of s(/) for functions of order g= I is not known.
Drasin and Weitsman have given good arguments for their

Conjecture (1975 [14]). If f(z) is a meromorphic function of order g, then

s(/) s max {Ar, Ar),

2 sin i tzet
Ät: 2-

l2qi+2 sin | {zq)

2 cos $ tzet
,tr: ,_ 

l21i i i ,

where fx]:largest integer<x, {x}:x-[x]. Drasin and Weitsman showed that
this bound cannot be replaced by a smaller one, if f(z) has at least three deficient
values.

For entire functions the well known inequality

"ZU(o,f) 
= ö'(0, f)

relates the sum of deficiencies problem to the problem of the least upper bound of
ä (0, /) + ä (- , f) for functions f of a given order. Since
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where

K(f): IIm
i/(r, I lf) * I{ (r, f )

aslf runs through all meromorphic functions of order g.

R. Nevanlinna made a conjecture about the precise value of x(q) and proved

that z(g)>0, if q is not an integer (1929 140D. This conjecture has been verified
for entire functions of completely regular growth by A. A. Gol'dberg 127). lt is

still open in the general case.

J. Miles and D. F. Shea considered a yariant of the x(q) problem: Let

mzo', r) : {+ i^r't.r?,'')l 
nul''' ,

K,A : [-_ {lr1r, f)+ w(r,1lf)\lm,(r, f ).

Theorem 12 (Miles and Shea 1973 [36D. For nteromorphic functions of lower
order ),

T(r, f )
this problem is closely related to the problem of finding

x(d - inf K(f)

K,(f) =* ry(i*-r:Y.1-'
and this bound is best possible.

For a refinement see [37].

4. Relations between deficiencies and other properties of meromorphic functions

(a) Does the existence of deficient values have implications for the growth prop-

erties of a function?

If f(z) is an entire function with a finite deficient value, then i= ll2. (By the
second part of Theorem 9 with b-*, ),<U2.) A. A. Gol'dbergl23,24l has shown
that there is an entire function f with ä(0,/)=0 and assigned values of ). and q,

ll2<)'= Q<-. But if the deficiency sum of f(z) is sufficiently close to 2, then
restrictions on 2 and q are known.

(b) Functions with s(/) : ä U(o, f) - 2.

Theorem 13 (Edrei and Fuchs t959 U7D. If f(4 is an entire function of finite
order with s(f):)ö(a,f):2, then

)":Q:integer>1.

Many other properties of these functions are known.
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Theorem 14 (Pfluger L946147D. Let f(z) be an entire function of finite order

p. If
s(f) :2,

then (i) q is a positiae integer.
(ii) Each deftciency is an integral multiple of llO. ln particular f(z) can not hatse

more than q finite deficient aalues.

Edrei and Fuchs [18] added in 1959

(iii) Each deficient aalue is asymptotic. [A value c is asymptotic, if f(z)*c as

z** along a path I in C.] In the same paper they also showed that there is a con-

stant e(g)>O such that for meromorphic f(z) of order q, s(f)>2'-e(g), ä(-,.f)>
I -e (S) implies the existence of a set of at most p asymptotic deficient values where

p is the integer closest to g. The question whether there are any non-asymptotic

deficient values under these circumstances is unsolved.

A recent extension of Theorem 14 is

Theorem 15 (Yang Lo and Chang Kuan-heo 1979 153)). If f(z) is an entire

function of lower order )" and

; 2 ö@'f(»):t
j:-a a*0,a

then the number of deficient ualues of fu)1z1is at most 1*2. Eaery finite deJicient

aalue is asymptotic and eaery deficiency is a multiple of ll)". Also

4 ,^2,_6rt?(a, 
fu)) < @.

F. Nevanlinna [39] gave examples of meromorphic functions whose order is

an integral multiple of ll2>l for which s(f):2. He made the

Conjecture. If f(z) is a meromorphic function of order q with sum of defi-

ciencies equal to two, then g is an integral multiple of ll2=1, the number of defi-

cient values is =2Q and each deficiency is a multiple of llg.
Part of this conjecture is now proved:

Theorem 16 (A. Weitsman 1969 [51]). Ameromorphicfunction oJ'lower order

A and deficiency sum s(f):Z has at most 1217 deficimt ualues.

Theorem 17 (D. Drasin 1980 [13]). ff f@) is a meromorphic function of
order g with s(f):2, then all deficiencies are integer multiples of llk, when k is
an integer <p.

(c) Functions with extremal spread. Entire functions with s(f):Z give an

example of a class of functions whose value distribution is very much determined

by a condition on the deficiencies.

4t
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Another example of such a class are the "functions of extremal spread", that
is to say functions for which equality holds in the spread relation (7).

As a special case of a more general theorem Baernstein proved

Theorem 18 (Baernstein 1977 l9)). tf f(z) is a function of finite order with
extremal spread, then ),:Q.

Examples of functions of given finite order q=0 with extremal spread can
be written down explicitly in terms of Lindelöf functions. In these examples / is
large in a sector and small in the complementary sector. Edrei and Fuchs l2o,2ll
have shown that every function of extremal spread must have a behavior very sim-
ilar to the functions of these examples, at least in certain annuli A,=lzl<Bo, An**,
B,f An*-.

(d) Deficient values and asymptotic values. R. Nevanlinna conjectured that a
deficient value of f(z) must be an asymptotic value. The first counterexample was
given by o. Teichmi.iller[49] in 1937. Theorem 7 combined with the Denjoy-
Ahlfors-Carleman theorem proves the existence of entire functions of finite order
with infinitely many non-asymptotic deficiencies. A. A. Gol'dberg [25] has shown
that there are meromorphic functions of order q>l with non-asymptotic deficient
value 0 and ä(0,/):1. He also proved 2.6lthatthere are entire functions of infinite
order with zero as non-asymptotic deficient value and ö(O,f):l. (This can not
happen for functions of finite order by Theorem 14 (iii).)

conditions under which a deficient value is asymptotic are given by the fol-
lowing theorems. (See also [2].)

Theorem 19 (Anderson and clunie 1966l4l). If f(z) is a meromorphic func-
tion with

T(r,f) : O(log2i

and 6(a,f)=0, then a is an asymptotic ualue.

Hayman has constructed examples of meromorphic functions with a non-
asymptotic deficient value and T(r,f):Q(11(r)1og2r) where ry' is any function
increasing to - as r*- [33].

Theorem 20 (Hayman 1978 t33l). The meromorphic function f(z) has the
asymptotic ualue a, if

r(r, fl -+ r.,tz N(t, a)t -ttz dt -> oo (r --* ..).!
Corollary l. If T(2r,f)lT(r,f 1*1(r**), then euery deficient aalue is asymp-

totic.
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Corollary 2. I.f f(z) is oJ'order Q, 0<Q=ll2 and if å(a,f)>2q, then a

is an asymptotic ualue.

In the opposite direction one has

Theorem 21 (Sunyer i Balaguer 1953 [48]). Let f(z) be an entire function of
finite order with proximate order e?). If a** is an asymptotic aalue of f(z) with

asymptotic path L and i/'

loelfe)*al <-Alzla(t't) (z(L,lzl = rJ,
then

ö(a,f) > O.

(e) Deficient values and angular distribution of values. The definition of ö(a,./')
only takes into account the radial distribution of a-points of f(z). It is therefore

surprising that there are relations between deficiency and angular distribution of
values, Here are some examples.

Theorem 22 (Hellerstein and Shea 1978 l34l). Let f(z) be an entire function
oJ'finite genus q, whose zeros lie on m (<*) rays arg z:const.

Then one can Jind constants K and B(q) depending only on the location of the

rays and (in the case of B) on c1 such that

ä(0,.f) = B(q)

whene"-er q>-K. As q-*, fi(q)-1.

Theorem 23 (Hellerstein and Shea [34]). Let f(z) be a meromorphic func-
tion of finite order, with zeros {ao\ and poles {b,} in the sectors

larga,l*ry larg b,-nlsry (0= rl=nl6).

Denote by q the least integer such tlcat

; lGnl-q*1+ Z lb,l*tt*L -: eo

Then

where

lim
I/(r, f) + l[(r, I lf ) < A(rl, q)T(r,f)

e
A(E, il = *71-Drtlos 

(llil(l+ qlos'q) (q = 1).

Since the constant B(q) in Theorem 22 tends to I as q**, it is natural to
conjecture that an entire function of infinite order whose zeros lie on a finite num-

ber of rays argz:const. must have d(-;:1, i.e., N(r, llf)lT(r,f)*0. How-
ever, one has
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Theorem 24 (J. Miles 1979 [35]). (i) Let f(z) be an entire function of infinite
order whose zeros lie on a finite number of rays, Then there is a set Ecll, *) of
logmithmic density zero such that

N(r,llf)ffi*o
as r+@ aaoiding E.

(i) Giaen x(r)** cts t+@t there is an entire function of infinite order with
positiue zeros such that ö(0,f):0 md

toe,Tlrrf) 
=. x(r) (r = rJ.

log r

Definition. One says that the zeros of the entire functionf(z) have an angular
density with respect to the proximate order p(r), if given e one can find arguments
(pr,(p2,.,.,ek, e*+r:gr*22 such that O<gi+t-gi<e and

JiT'("' Qj'Ej*')r-ou\

existsfor .i:1,2,3,...,k, whete n(r,a,B) isthenumberof zeros of f(z)in
0<l2l=Y, a=atgz=P.

Theorem 25 (Oum 1969 142D. Let p(r) be a proximate order of the entire

functionf(z) of order p. If the zeros of f(z) haue an angular density with respect to
p(r) thenf(z) has at most 2g*l deficient aalues. If 2q is an integer, this bound can

be replaced by 25.

Yang Lo and Chang Kuan-heo have investigated the relations between the
number of deficient values and the number of Julia and Borel directions. A typical
result is

Theorem 26 (Chang Kuan-heo 1978 [11]). Let f(z) be an entire function of
lower order ),=.*. ry1r1 has q Julia directions, p finite deficient ualues and s asymp-
totic ualues of which s' are also deficient ualues, then 2p*s-s'<q. If equality holds
and q=*, then f(z) has order A and all deficient ualues are asymptotic.

(f) Deficiencies and Taylor coefficients. The upper (lower) density of a sequence

{c,} is defined as lim supC(n)ln (liminfc(n)/n), where C(n) is the number of
non-zero co with k<n.

Theorem 27 (E&ei and Fuchs 1959 [8]). Let

f(z): ä ",,,
be an entire function of lower order i. Let p be the integer satisfying

t1
P-Z=/v<P+Z
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There are constants A and eo such that

z 6(o, y1 = z- ,qTfi*1nafi (o = e = eo)

implies that the upper and lower densities D and D of {c"} satisfy

a(t-r) <.D=D=1.p' p

Here s is an integer, l<s=P.

Theorem 28 (Murai 1980 [38]). Zer

.f(r): ) "rr'u (lzl < t).
&:0

where nyalf nrr>-Q> I and
ligslp lcol = 0.

Then
ö(a,f) : o

for all a€C.

Theorem 29 (Hayman 1972, consequence of Theorem 3 132)). If f(z) is

entire, )"=- and the density o.f non-aanishing Taylor coefficients of f@ is zero,

then ö(a,f):O for all a€C.
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